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Colleen

Hi, I’m Colleen a therapist, divorce and dating coach. 

After navigating my own divorce years ago, I became
passionate about helping others navigate theirs

Use this guide to aid your divorce from a narcissist or other
difficult personalities. You can do this!
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What is Grey Rocking?
Grey rocking is a technique used to become
emotionally unresponsive, uninteresting, and
unengaging when interacting with highly
manipulative or narcissistic individuals. 

It involves giving minimal responses and avoiding
personal or emotionally-charged conversations.

Purpose
To discourage the difficult
individual from targeting you
for their emotional drama or
manipulative tactics.

Against Narcissists: Narcissists and similar personalities
thrive on emotional responses and drama. Grey rocking
starves them of this 'nourishment'.

Self-Protection: It serves as a self-protective measure to
maintain your emotional well-being and sanity in
unavoidable interactions.

Avoiding Escalation: By not engaging, you prevent situations
from escalating and becoming more harmful or stressful.

Why Use Grey Rocking?



1. Non-Reactive Responses: Use monosyllabic or non-
committal answers like "Hmm," "I see," or "Okay."

2. Avoid Personal Details: Do not share personal information,
feelings, or thoughts that could be used against you.

3. Maintain Neutral Emotion: Keep your facial expressions,
tone of voice, and body language neutral and uninteresting.

4. Change the Subject: If pressed, steer the conversation
towards mundane topics like the weather or general news.

5. Limit Interaction: Keep encounters brief and to the point,
excusing yourself politely if possible.

6. Stay Consistent: Consistency is key. Do not fluctuate
between being reactive and non-reactive.

In Unavoidable Interactions: When you must
interact with a difficult person due to work, family
ties, or other unavoidable circumstances.

During Emotional Manipulation: Use it when you
feel an individual is trying to manipulate or provoke
an emotional reaction.

In Non-Threatening Situations: Grey rocking is not
recommended in potentially dangerous situations
where your safety might be at risk. In such cases,
seek professional help or support.

 When to Use Grey Rocking

 How to Grey Rock Effectively



Important Considerations
This is NOT a Solution for Abuse: Grey rocking is not a
solution for abusive situations. Seek help from
authorities or support organizations if you are in danger.

Emotional Impact
This method can be emotionally taxing.
Ensure you have a support system or
seek therapy to process your feelings.

Grey rocking is a coping mechanism to minimize harm and maintain
emotional distance from manipulative or narcissistic individuals. While it
can be effective in certain situations, it's crucial to prioritize your safety
and mental health and seek professional guidance when needed.
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Grey rocking should be part of a
broader strategy of setting and
maintaining healthy boundaries
with difficult individuals.

Boundaries

Sometimes, the best solution is to remove yourself from
the toxic environment or relationship entirely, if possible.

Knowing When to Walk Away
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